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ABSTRACT
The term Religion and Spirituality are to be sure proportional of neither one another, however neither they are unfavourably inverse nor the equivalent. Religion and Spirituality are two untethered facts of uncanny reality. Religion is set of creeds, confidence, and ceremonies laid or established on supernaturally mediating belief systems (at any rate that is what is assumed by adherents) which gather devotees into a strict network maybe continuing a moral and good exchange with Spirituality. The term Spirituality exclusively bears no weight; in any case, it flourishes deliberately on pieces and pulsates of religion on a mundane scale. Methodologically this paper depends on non-empirical investigation, different writing have been skimmed and checked on. Accordingly an endeavour by the methods for this paper has been made to figure an investigation in the terms of Religion and Spirituality. In addition this article will assist with breaking down the sociological comprehension and will carry on to two isolated but intermingled terms Religion and Spirituality at this point.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Generally, the lives, teachings and convictions of verifiable or prototypical incarnations, for example, (Christ, Buddha, Moses, Krishna, Muhammad) are the establishment of religion. Since days of yore, oral convention and composed sacred texts have been conveying the subtleties of their lives as blessed or exceptionally advanced creatures. These incarnations are images of purity and holiness and structure the grounds of strict traditions and customs in a network. Contrastingly, the down to earth use of the organizer's lessons are the premise of spirituality. Spiritual postulants think about the proposal of Japanese writer Matsuo Basho, "Do not seek to follow in the footsteps of the wise. Seek what they sought." Religion is configured, commonly rule based construct that to some extent administers the conduct of its affiliates. Notwithstanding, Spirituality evades the restrictions and rigid examples in some cases connected with ceremonial religion. In its actual pith, religion is concerned with dedication, which implies faith in something fixated on unequivocal acknowledgment of the religion's instructing. Spirituality doesn't give up faith; yet it over and over grades all the more significantly on experience of soul or heavenliness. Comprehensively, religion will in general can be categorized as one of two classes. One kind of definition is generous or doctrinal a given religion is characterized as far as convictions its followers acknowledge that make them disciples of that religion and religion by and large portrayed as far as convictions
that all religion are claimed to share. Such a definition is useful or sober minded Religion is characterized as far as what it is asserted to be. Marx claims that religion is the narcotic to the individuals isn't proposed as an insightful and nonpartisan meaning of religion. An alternate yet good characterisation of religion utilizes the thought of diagnose and cure. A Religion proposes adiagnose and cure on the essential issue shared by each human and one basic arrangement that, anyway adjusted to various culture and cases is basically the equivalent across as their diagnoses and cures contrast. A simple reality about the life of a man is that he is a clashing resident of two universes the universe of soul, which is the realm of opportunity and all-inclusiveness, and the universe of physical reality which is the territory of need, structure, and distinction. Two primary philosophical belief systems are imperative to be thought of. To begin with, it delivers the connection among time and eternity (that is man's time versus God's time) and furthermore the connection among body and soul.

2. OBJECTIVES

The primary phase of this paper will endeavour to dissect the importance of the term 'Religion and Spirituality' to set the establishment would support the yonder information. In the subsequent portion, this paper would endeavour to investigate the applied comprehension, and will attempt to make sense of the terms Religion and Spirituality.

3. METHODOLOGY

This paper is focused on the fundamental accumulation of literature, as it is a qualitative research that seeks to interpret the meaning and conceptual clarity.

4. VARIOUS PRECISIONS ON RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

Noah Webster's expression book of the English vernacular very much depicted religion as a faith in the being and flawlessness of God, in the disclosure of his will to man, in man's commitment to comply with his orders, in a condition of remuneration and discipline and man's accountableness to God. Spirituality veered totally and was portrayed as soul different from the superfluity of legitimate nature and soul developments and heavenly affection.

Religion was deciphered as an outer demonstration or technique by which men determine their appreciation of the nearness of God or God sharing controls over their destiny to whom consistence, administration, and respect stay done. While, Spirituality remained understood as the quality or outlook being profound, incorporeity, and faithful.

Merriam-Webster word reference's modern version explains religion as the administrations and love of otherworldly or devotion to strict confidence or recognition and an individual set or regulated arrangement of strict mentalities, conviction, and practices. Spirituality is depicted as to some degree that in clerical rules that have a place with chapel or the ministers incorporating sympathy or affection with strict morals. We assent that these definitions have gotten more broad however unnoticeable from one another. Hitherto, it is blended in the terms that are dubiously separated from one another and are expansively utilized equally among empirical analysts, (example Pragment et al 1995, Turner, Lukoff, Barnhouse and Lu, 1995). Zinnabauer, Pragment, and Scott (1999), quote three reasonable avocations for the
presence of, surprising contradictions among social researcher just as basic masses with respect to the undertone of religion and spirituality. Initially, the US rising patterns of strict freedom; individuals are recursively moving endlessly from the customary strict affiliations and are inclining toward one from various Religions to make a novel religion under the title of spirituality. Furthermore, the current period conceptualization of religion and spirituality is unsure as it is prominently without essential strands of understanding dependent on conventional agreement. The terms are currently comprehended such that needs consistency. Thirdly, an ongoing meaning of religion and spirituality believes a restricted and more preferential point of view in opposition to a more extensive and more balanced out conceptualization.

Religion in Bibleroots is man's early stage driving forces and social bonds and that is the reason it is ground-breaking... our tendency, for reasons unknown, is to put the otherworldly essence of a man on one edge and the natural side of the man on the other (in such a partition). We are absent to the full importance of incarnations… Disclosure and elegance of God are tied up indistinguishably to our substantial existence... Our substantial resource as fragile living creature and bones, with all its natural connections augmenting out as these do into the social, financial, and political circles.

From religious points of view, two major conventions are: first the ‘Doctrine of Incarnation’ in which god was embodied and second the ‘Doctrine of Sacraments’, which pronounces that the physical image is an outer sign for an inner effortlessness. As we dive deep into these teachings neither can be isolated from different as they speak to the different sides of the equivalent powerful and strict coins and we watch significant bits of knowledge into a local of life and presence.

5. SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF RELIGION

Durkheim explains (1912) Religion as a prominent social fact. Strict portrayals are aggregate portrayals that express aggregate real factors; customs are methods of acting that are brought into the world just amidst amassed gatherings and whose design is to bring out, keep up, or reproduce certain psychological conditions of those gatherings. However, in the event that the classifications are of strict inception, at that point they should partake in what is basic to all religion: They, as well, must be social things, results of aggregate idea. In any event since with our current comprehension of these issues, extremist and elite postulations are to be made preparations for it is authentic to state that they are wealthy in social components.

Kant (1929) states that God and human everlasting status is built up as "ethically fundamental" theories, matters of "balanced confidence." This is likewise the premise of Kant's concept of good religion. His meaning of "religion" is "the acknowledgment of all obligations as perfect orders." Thus the ethical contention isn't simply theoretical however a down to earth direction has. Kant doesn't imagine that the ethical contention is constitutive of any information. On the off chance that he did, it could be handily discredited by rejecting that we have any commitment to accomplish the most elevated great, since it is, for us, an unimaginable ideal. The ethical contention rather manages God as a regulative thought that
can be demonstrated to involve discerning conviction. As profound quality leads Kant to God and religion, so does the amazing teleological request of the universe.

Ludwig Feuerbach (1804:72) says that religion is the fantasy of the human brain. Be that as it may, even in dreams we don't end up in vacancy or in paradise, however on earth, in the domain of the real world, we just observe the genuine articles in the enchanting magnificence of creative mind and fancy, rather than in the basic sunlight of the real world and need. Consequently, I don't do anything more to Religion… than open its eyes, or rather to divert its look from the inner towards the outer, that is, I change the article all things considered in the creative mind into the item for what it's worth in all actuality (Feuerbach 1957: xxxix).

6. DEVELOPMENT OF TERM SPIRITUALITY

Spirituality initially started to emerge in the fifth century and just entered normal use towards the finish of the middles ages. In eleventh century importance of spirituality was changed, spirituality started to indicate the psychological parts of life, the clerical circle of light against the dull universe of issue. In the thirteenth century spirituality procured a social and mental significance. Socially it meant the region of pastorate, mentally, it indicated the domain of internal life: the virtue of thought processes, expressions of love, expectations, inward miens, the mental of the otherworldly life, the investigation of the emotions. In the seventeenth and eighteenth hundreds of years a qualification was made among higher and lower types of spirituality. An otherworldly man is one who is Christian more richly and more profound than others. Present day thoughts of spirituality created all through the nineteenth and twentieth century, blending Christian thoughts in with western recondite conventions and Religions. Spirituality turned out to be progressively disengaged from conventional strict associations and organizations.

7. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON RELIGION

Sociological viewpoints on religion intend to comprehend the functions of religion.

Functionalism deciphered that religion serves a few functions for society. These incorporate, (a) giving importance and reason to life. (b) Fortifying social solidarity and steadiness, (c) filling in as a specialist of social control of conduct, (d) advancing physical and mental prosperity, and (e) persuading individuals to work for positive social change.

Conflict perspective expresses that religion fortifies and advances social disparity and social conflict. It persuades the poor to acknowledge their general situation, and it prompts aggression and viciousness spurred by strict contrasts.

Symbolic interactionism depicts on the manners by which people decipher their strict encounters. It underlines that convictions and practices are not sacrosanct except if individuals view them all things considered. When they are viewed as hallowed they take on unique importance and offer significance to individuals' lives.

8. MEANING OF RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY
Lately, we have seen incredible misperception in the two terms. One could state that one of the most vital hindrances in explaining spirituality is its association with religion. Narajanasamy (1993) found that the vast majority of the medical caretakers appear to perceive that spirituality is tied in with being strict and Moberg (1984) found that most Americans had no answer, when gotten some information about spirituality, yet a large portion of the reactions were given in term of strict faith. This unrest is additionally upgraded by the way that predetermined number of studies have been made which were centred on spirituality and most of the individuals who figure Christian convictions (Bown and William 1993), and it is along these lines for all intents and purposes impossible to envision religion and spirituality as two separate substances.

Be that as it may, the exuding example of contemplating spirituality is one that takes a broad view. Bown and William (1993) expressed that seeing spirituality as far as religion delineates a bound idea of holism. It is plainly proclaimed by Moberg that spirituality has no equivalent with religiosity, (1984).

Religion, as determined by Steiger and Lipson (1985) is a socially standardized class of individuals, which takes an interest in lieu of an individual searching for importance. To a great extent religion is the commitment of society in arrangement of practices and convictions. It doesn't imply that religion has no job to reproduce in spirituality for specific individuals, Burkhardt (1989) recommends that religion can offer a platform for the appearance of spirituality. By the by, she likewise expected that strict convictions and practices can be disheartening for an individual compelling their spirituality. In this way, there is an ordinarily held feeling about spirituality that it is with a specific goal in mind, essentially related to religion and to investigate its actual importance, there should be an articulate thought of the idea, yet for a few people this might be valid, for others it possibly not. The position is to build up an interpretation and conceptual framework of spirituality that includes the necessities of every one of its customers. This depressing and obstructive feeling concerning the impression of religion must be resisted and expanded. There are bounty routes through which spirituality is accordingly communicated. While such a large number of consent to take the piece of strict practices in the sign of spirituality in the developing pattern in more extensive point of view and spirituality can't be communicated in a relieved viewpoint. On the off chance that spirituality has to do to occupy self-time and God, the otherworldly articulation will take decent variety of structures. Burkhart and Nagai Jacobson (1985) expressed that with regards to caring association with oneself, others, nature and God inside the profound measurement recommend that spirituality is communicated and experienced. Erika.A.Brown (2008) expressed that few individuals guarantee to be otherworldly yet not strict from Thomistic point of view as religion is a demonstration of comprehension giving the convictions about what is supernatural and enchanted. Spirituality is recognized as a demonstration of diligence and act in exchange with the mind that is religion to connect the person with the spiritualist in a valuable and material sense (spiritual development). The conventional type of spirituality uses a particular religious philosophy as the guide for one’s conduct and the force of one's spirituality can be comprehended through God oriented spirituality. A God oriented spirituality would be embodied by a person who
adheres to any key religion. A world situated spirituality additionally accentuations on the presence of individual and its biological duty. A world-arranged spiritual individual may depend on dynamic clarification to prevail upon the world. The humanistic spirituality fixates on human accomplishments and capacities. An individual who sticks to the humanistic way of thinking would sum up this type of spirituality. As per Schneider (2003) spirituality is the mint of careful engagement in the purpose of proportional life by the procedure of self-amazing quality towards a definitive convictions that one can see. This is an exceptionally comprehensive portrayal to sum up that spiritual individual holds either a strict or a material world view, regardless being limited is adequate to keep any conviction or experience from being joined. Her stance is that one's spirituality, which is a lot of like one's character can be uncovered in an unmistakable and profoundly individualized manner with the end goal that two people from comparable strict societies may disclose their spirituality from multiple points of view that fluctuate tremendously from each other.

9. PERCEPTIONS ON RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

Without a doubt, Religion and Spirituality and one of a kind qualities of both is an exertion that different scholars have made (Praetent et al 1995, Rose 2001, Schiendier 2003, Zinnabauer et al 1997). There are various musings with respect to how they identify with one another, on the off chance that they truly do by any means. Some view religion and spirituality as more odd convictions that both of them are not unavoidably interconnected to one another (Schiendier 2003). An individual may be either religious or spiritual, both spiritual and religious, or neither religious nor spiritual. This outlines there are a few people who certify themselves with explicit strict affiliations dependent on its measurements, despite everything set forward no undertakings to understand the ethics of the faith or executing them in their lives. Rose (2001), thinks that religion is definitely not an essential to what spirituality involves. Despite the fact that his translations of spirituality include a component of living solid with a favoured good code (involving unequivocal practices), he maintains that holy conviction is not fundamental to the experience of spirituality. It is somewhat dark, where the ethical norm for the discrete is significant if not from a strict conviction (regardless of whether a principal religion or an individual set of principles) that screens the spirituality. It might be likely that he is concerned just of the five striking religion he used to amass his sample however the greatness of this perspective is under discussion since this conspicuous unconventionality is unfortunately not tended to in more depiction.

Zinnabauer et.al (1997) explained three primary translations that there is validation proposing that the word religiousness and spirituality characterize, to certain degree, various originations. As conceived, strictness existed as an activity to be coordinated with more significant levels of dictatorship, religious dogma, intrinsic religiousness, parental religious attendance, self-satisfaction, and church participation. In accordance with visualization, spirituality was related with an assortment of factors: supernatural occurrence, contemporary convictions and practices, higher benefits, and the experience of being misused by ministers. Another testimony by Splika et.al (1996) that spirituality was much of the time characterized in individualistic or theoretical terms, for example, faith in God or a matchless quality, or keeping up an association with God or an incomparability. A subsequent end is
that while religiousness and spirituality appear to characterize as different recognitions, they are not totally independent. A third end is notwithstanding there were inconsistencies in self-examination of religiousness and spirituality and dissimilarity in the precisions of these phrasing.

Alison C. Culey (2014) expressed that being worried about the otherworldly, tending to extreme inquiries regarding life's significance, with the supposition that there is a whole other world to life than what we see or completely appreciate. Spirituality might be the way individuals experience their carries on with attributable to their decisive essence and worth. (Muldoon and Ruler, 1995), as a partial encounter of the respected (Vaughan, 1991). Poulin, Silver, and Holman (2011) express spirituality as the discrete and even minded insistence to a religious or profound conviction arrangement. Poulin, Silver, and Holman (2002) characterized religiosity as participating in social developments related to religion. As indicated by Hill and Pargament (2003), religion is all around characterized as principally institutional, formal and outward.

Amand J. Huffer (2011) many who utilize the term spirituality as equivalent word of religioncentred overlooking the outcomes of that which is every now and again identified with Religion. Robert C. Fuller expresses that the word spiritual bit by bit became related with the private domain of thought and experience while the word Religious came to be associated with the open domain of enrolment in Religious establishments, cooperation in formal customs, and adherence to authentic denominational principles. Advancement of individual otherworldly experience through privatization of religion reshaped as spirituality would likewise be clarified as a medicinal measure to the capability of contention and disruptiveness. Taking into account the expanded versatility by excellence of globalization, this move can be viewed as the unavoidable result of the immediate nearness and prompt availability of different Religion communicating in the open circle (Luckmann 1967, Bellah 1985, Wuthnow 2003). There are significant contrasts between the terms religion and spirituality. Modern dayviewscentre on their disparities, with religion focusing on the mission for the worshipped inside legitimate authoritative arrangement and spirituality alluding to the more experiential elements of individual significance and matchless quality (Hill et al., 2000). A few people feel that spirituality is inserted in humanism, nature, or 'New Age' Spirituality and is unbounded from religion while, masses imagine that religion and spirituality are firmly related.

10. FINDINGS

Spirituality is to some degree that is discussed about a great deal however is every now and again confused. A few consider that spirituality and religion are something very similar thus they start their conviction and preferences about religion to conversation about spirituality. Albeit all the religions featuring profound without being religious or a devotee of a sorted out religion; individual is in effect any mix of religious and spiritual yet being religious does not naturally make you spiritual or the other way around. There are many clear manners by which religion and spirituality vacillate, religion is a positive arrangement of sorted out convictions and practices, much of the time shared by network though spirituality is in excess of an
individual practice and has to do with having an insight of harmony and reason, it additionally shares the way toward creating convictions around the significance of life and association with others, without set any spiritual qualities.

11. CONCLUSION

Correctly, in the event that we would gather the contemplations conjured above, religion isn't nevertheless simply a faith in another person's exclaimed and glorified experiences while spirituality is having your own experiences. Spirituality is articulation of the soul. The term Religion and Spirituality are similar, yet they are not oppositely inverse, neither one of them are corresponding also. Notwithstanding, these differences are not bound to scape an endeavour to separate one against the other. Religious and Spiritual convictions are regularly faltering images of a human's capacity to contemplate over what is there to achieve. In any case, the act of either affirms as a vessel that contains the truth professional looks for however may not really be there. The terms religion and spirituality have been equivalently prepared to portray all the features of the idea of religion, yet in its contemporary practices spirituality has been regularly found escorting with the one's inward life, sustaining an accentuation upon the prosperity of the brain, body, and soul despite the fact that religion delivers basic or shared measurement. In the wake of idealism and ever-extending acumen and affectability towards religion and spirituality, vulnerability covers over the future forms of propagandas of sabotaging religions. However, the likelihood of endurance of germinal staying alive religions, since purported time everlasting, is bulging skies. Under the bantering, yet revolting endeavours to create strength by different religions, or strict networks, has controlled the genuine arrangement of a strict teaching method which just anticipated the spiritual building of mankind. Spirituality has been less recognized than religion however use the genuine leverage of any religion.
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